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Multiple interventions and innovations in geometric layouts on the road reduce travel time, reduce trafic conges-

tion, and increase mobility low. One of these improvements is the introduction of protected U-turns at junctions.

With the implementation of this technique, the through-moving trafic is given priority as they traverse without

any obstruction. Such a system is beneicial if the designer aims to design the junction signal-free and it lessens

the travel time to some extent. Although it is practical, certain implications and consequences arise with the ex-

ecution of such an unconventional layout. Pakistan currently utilizes this idea in designing its roads currently.

This paper aims to highlight the potential consequences as well as the advantages of this arrangement. To better

understand these phenomena, some existing examples are given of Lahore in this paper to pinpoint the pressing

issues at large, i.e., obstructions to pedestrians, land acquisition issues in urban areas, need to provide pedestrian

bridges which ultimately increase the cost of the project. The contribution of this research will aid the geometric

designers and trafic engineers to take multiple considerations in the planning/designing the stage from all ends

before instigating this pattern on roads.

© 2018 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Trafic congestion is increasing day by day. The conven-

tional signalized and unsignalized intersections sometimes

provide a major delay, accidents and an increase in travel

time. In order to counter this, geometric interventions are

typically introduced. One of these interventions is the us-

age of a protected U-turn. Left turns in this type of inter-

section are banned by rerouting and providing a protected

raised U-turn ahead. The vehicles traverse this new route

and subsequently make a right turn in the end when they

come back to the intersection. Several studies under lim-

ited scope and constraints have been carried out to study

the impact of U-Turns on signalized and unsignalized inter-

section [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. The goal of this paper to highlight

the impact of U-turns in terms of advantages and disadvan-

tages by studying some of the examples of Lahore, Pakistan

as they are currently used by various organizations tomake

the through movement signal free.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The travel eficiency of unconventional alternatives in

comparison to conventional intersections under different

volume-based scenarios was analyzed [8]. The advantages

and disadvantages of 3 different unconventional left turn

alternatives for urban and sub-urban arterials were stud-

ied [9]. Median U-Turn Crossover Design (MUT), Super

Street Median Cross over design (SSM) and Two Way Left

Turn Lanes (TWLTL) through CORSIM were analyzed and

indicated that both SSM and MUT geometric interventions

improved travel time and average speed in comparison to

TWLTL [10, 11, 12]. Similarly, analysis of seven unconven-

tional intersections through CORSIM was done and it was

shown that at least one of the unconventional intersections

had the lowest travel time [13]. Furthermore, the quad-
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rant road intersection and median-turn designs strived for

the lowest average time in the study [13]. Similarly, it was

studied that safety was greater for right turns followed by

U-turns than for direct left turns [14]. It was indicated

that indirect left turns could improve safety when accom-

panied by restricted left turns at nearby unsignalized in-

tersections [15]. Moreover, it was showed that upstream

signalized crossover could reduce average vehicle delays in

comparison to a conventional intersection though VISSIM

simulation [16]. Three different cases of super street de-

sign with conventional intersection design were compared.

Simulation results showed that the super street designwith

one U-turn lane outperforms the comparable conventional

intersection under high trafic volumes [17]. Two uncon-

ventional intersections i.e. cross over displaced left turn

and upstream signalized crossover intersection was com-

pared with conventional intersections though VISSIM Sim-

ulation. They showed that both outdone the conventional

intersection under different volumes scenarios [18]. In an-

other study the operational performance of three uncon-

ventional intersections was compared and evaluated: Con-

tinuous Flow Intersection (CFI), Parallel Flow Intersection

(PFI) and Upstream signalized Crossover (USC) with a con-

ventional intersection through VISSIM Simulations. The

results showed that all three unconventional intersections

outperformed conventional intersection [19]. A procedure

was developed to help transportation professionals eval-

uate the impacts of proposed indirect driveway left-turn

treatments on trafic operations at downstream signalized

intersections [20]. Their research developed a negative-

binomial model developed for predicting U-turn volume

on a left-turn approach at a signalized intersection dur-

ing weekday peak periods. They concluded that with the

estimated U-turn volume, designers could also make vari-

ous design decisions regarding the left-turn bay where U-

turns are provided [20]. Unconventional design alterna-

tives such as raised U-turn facility showed improvement

over the conventional intersection in terms of travel times

[21]. However, right-of-way, trafic safety strategies and

measure, road signing, pavement marking, pedestrian facil-

ities and access were not part of their study.

III. PROTECTED U-TURNS IN LAHORE

The second largest metropolitan city of Pakistan and the

capital of the province Punjab is Lahore with an area of

1172 square kilometers. The population of Lahore was

11126000 persons in 2017. The percentage of the popula-

tion has increased by about 76 percent from 1998 to 2017

and the density personper square kilometer is around6279

[22]. The U-turns presented in this study were irst studied

in terms of travel time [21].

Fig. 1. Typical u-turn Facility by rerouting left turn
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As the above igure depicts, there is no need to provide a sig-

nal formotorists of anydirection as per the previous studies

as this U-turn provides an uninterrupted trafic low with-

out the usage of signals. A secondU-turn facility is provided

behind “A” intersection. With the usage of both intersec-

tions, no signal is needed. This type of U-turn iswidely used

in Pakistan and the Middle East as a means to ease the con-

gestion on a signalized intersection. In some cases, in Pak-

istan for the roundabout, which has high right turning vol-

umes (Pakistan is Left Hand Trafic Drive), the right turning

is also banned and motorists have to make a left turn fol-

lowed by U-turn to reach their destination. This is done to

ease the congestion on a roundabout because the right turn-

ing volume is very high in this scenario. The main elements

of this U-turn are the following:

i. Acceleration Lanes

ii. Deceleration Lanes

iii. Inner U-turn Radius

iv. Outer U-turn Radius

v. Raised U-turn Island

The median is bulged out to increase the inner U-turn ra-

dius typically 2-6meters. The outerU-turn radius should be

adequate enough to provide an uninterrupted U-turn ma-

neuver. This depends on the type of vehicle this U-turn

is being designed for as per “A Policy on Geometric De-

sign of Highways and Streets, American Association of State

Highway and Transportation Oficials, AASHTO 2011” [23]

guidelines i.e., Passenger Car, WB-40 etc. The geometric de-

sign of such facility is typically location dependent andmay

vary as per the standards set by “A Policy on Geometric De-

sign of Highways and Streets, American Association of State

Highway andTransportationOficials, AASHTO) 2011” [23].

Thus, the typical U-turn shown in Figure 1 is used in various

locations in the city of Lahore to make the through move-

ment signal free in congested areas. Now let us consider

the case of an existing junction which utilizes the concept

of these U-turns. In some cases, in Pakistan for the round-

about, which has high right turning volumes (Pakistan is

Left Hand Trafic Drive), the right turning is also banned

and motorists have to make a left turn followed by U-turn

to reach their destination as shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Applications of U turn at a typical junction (Liberty Junction, Lahore)

This is done to ease the congestion on a roundabout be-

cause the right turning volume is very high in this scenario.

The colored arrows (Red and Yellow) in Figure 2 shows the

direction of trafic in this unconventional roundabout lo-

cated in Pakistan. The trafic turns with the help of U-turn

facilities. This junction is quite famous in the city as it is

surrounded by commercial and residential surroundings.

Despite easing the congestion for motorists, the crossing

pedestrians are suffering themost herebecause the through

trafic is moving at a high speed which causes the pedes-

trians to accept shorter gap and maneuver at a high cross-

ing speed as they are vulnerable to accidents. Since the

through movement is given priority here, a need for an el-

evated structure (pedestrian bridge) is necessary to pro-

vide safety and maneuverability for pedestrians. There is

an only a pedestrian bridge in the area and it almost 600

meters (near Hafeez Centre Market) from the center of the

junction. The road users could not cross near junction even

if they wanted to due to high speed through movements.

This problem is high with elderly persons and individuals

with disabilities who suffer the most in these types of sce-

narios. A plausible suggestion would be to provide an addi-

tional pedestrian bridge near the center of the junction. The

provision of U-turns has been immensely beneicial for this
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junction in terms of roadmobility but the considerations to

pedestrian crossings should be considered also. Pedestri-

ans might use a “rolling gap” to cross the street if the lanes

are not clear and trafic volume is high [24]. The pedestri-

ans anticipated that the lanes would become clear as they

crossed the street [24].

Fig. 3. Applications of U turn at a typical junction (Shadman

Junction, Lahore)

Similarly, there is another example shown in Figure 3. The

location is Shadman Junction which is one of the most vi-

tal junctions in Lahore surrounded by commercial, educa-

tional and residential areas. There is only one pedestrian

bridge in that area and that is near the Lahore College for

Women (mainly used by students in peak time). The bridge

was made even before these unconventional interventions

to make the Jail Road signal free. Apart from that, there is

no other crossing facility. Since there are hospitals and com-

mercial areas nearby so crossing roads is essential. How-

ever, this issue has not been taken into consideration by

the pertinent authorities. The pedestrians than are forced

to cross roads at grade. A street simulation was compared

between young and elder pedestrians. The elder pedestri-

ans received 6 months of training and showed signiicant

improvement in their mobility and behavior [25]. Despite

their improvement, their ability to judge the oncoming car’s

speed remained did not improve and they were found to

make more risks as the car’s speed increased [25]. Their

indings suggested that effective speed reduction measures

should be introduced for safe crossings of the elderly [25].

A study was regarding conducted on overpasses instead of

signalized intersections andmid-block crossings. The study

suggested that pedestrian preferred to cross at street level

[26]. The condition of the overpass, overpass length, time

spent in overpass vs the time spent on the street crossing,

the presence of escalators/elevators affect the overpass us-

age [26].

Fig. 4. 4 (a) Canal Road in 2005 (b) Canal Road in 2019, Applications of U

turn at a typical junction (Canal Road, Lahore)
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Figure 4 shows the aerial view of the location of canal road,

Lahore in 2005 and in 2019. Canal Road is the main arte-

rial road of the city interconnecting the secondary and ter-

tiary links. Usually, before the implementation of protected

U-turns, people had to maneuver U-turn behavior at cross-

ing junctions at Canal Road thus increasing travel time and

queue lengths at the junctions but with the implementation

of these protected U-turns, the ease in mobility and over-

all trafic low has improved signiicantly. Moreover, two

pedestrian bridges are provided at the start and end of the

protected U-turn for the safe crossing of pedestrians. This

is one of the prime examples of these U-turns operating as

per expected results without disturbing the crossroad be-

haviors. However, it is evident that most of the green trees

were removed to provide the U-turn thus damaging the en-

vironment and leading to a pollutant atmosphere. The re-

moval of the trees also leads to discomfort of the driver due

to lights lashing into the eyes of the driver from opposing

side trafic. Land acquisition was also mad on both sides of

the road to accommodate the bulging part of theU-turn thus

increasing the cost of the project. This is one of the major

drawbacks of these U-turns that in an urban congested and

densely covered area, land acquisition is an essential phase

which increases the overall cost of the project, thus limiting

its usage in several design considerations.

IV. CONCLUSION

With increasing trafic congestion and travel demand and

budget issues of new roads, trafic and highway engineers

develop several unconventional designs to improve the

overall trafic lows of transportation systems. The typi-

cal example of protected U-turns discussed in this case is

also one of those layouts. Although it is practical and it re-

duces the travel time up to an extent, it also has some sev-

eral implicit drawbacks that come alongside its implemen-

tation. It is recommended to study the responses of pedes-

trians and drivers to develop key strategies which can en-

hance the safety of pedestrians and overall reduce the travel

time in future studies. For example, in case of pedestrians

how many times they travel at this location, how often do

they cross form designated or non-designated sidewalk, if

the existing road safety facilities are safe for manoeuvring,

do they think signage or their phase timing should be pro-

vided, should U turn be close to pedestrian crossings and

jucntions? Do you feel safe in the presence of the uncon-

ventional U turn as shown in Figure 1, what kind of safety

measures shouldbeprovidedasper your experience etc. An

in depth study in this topic will aid the designers and plan-

ners to consider various alternatives before adopting this

strategy.
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